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Celebrating Art!

Art Show
October 28th 5-7PM
We will be featuring the artwork of Rachelle
Caruso. She does amazingly beautiful abstract art. If
you're curious, see the photos below or visit our
office before the show to pick out a piece. All the
artwork on our walls is for sale. As a very special offer
during the Art Show when you buy a pair of glasses
you will get to choose a piece of artwork to take home!

We are having an art show in celebration of
recently bringing the frame line Mattisse into the
office!
The company's name comes from the
designer's favorite artist Mattisse. This eyewear
inspired by legendary artists is designed in the
U.S. and hand-painted in Italy by Mattisse Eyewear.
The designer Meryl draws her inspiration from
museums, library books, fabrics, and colors. One
frame inspired by Mondrian has yellows, reds, and
blacks.
The company is run by a husband and wife team
out of New York, Meryl and Sam Tomashover. This
dynamic duo also happens to be like the adopted
parents of our one and only Julie Bart.
I love that we have the opportunity to support such
a great team. When I called to make payment,
Sam himself answered the phone. He not only
took payment, he gave me some life advice in regards
to his strong-willed "daughter" Julie which made me
smile.

We will be doing frame styling consultations
In
for anyone who wants a consultation.
addition we'll be combining forces with the
Westlake Wine Bar and when you stop by the
show you'll get a voucher to try a free glass of wine
or champagne after the show.
This is a great opportunity to have a low key upscale
evening for the adults of the house.
A little about the artist....Rachelle says her passion
for art, in many forms, has been lifelong. She has been
a collector of art for many years and always felt she had
a fountain of creativity just waiting to break the
surface. She lives in Austin, TX with her partner and
two rescue dogs. She is obssessed with abstract art and
has been exploring various color palettes and
techniques for some time.

Please share this copy of Life with your friends and family!
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Rachelle can be reached via email at
artbyrachellec@gmail.com. You can also follow her on
Instagram at @artbyrachellec. She is open to doing
commissions and creating something unique for
any patron. She actually made us several beautiful
painting to cover some paint damage when we took the
TV up front down.

David Spencer Pop Up
Our first frame line pop up has arrived! David Spencer
arrived recently and will be here for 30 days, so the
beginning of October.
When I popped in over the weekend I couldn't resist
trying a few on.
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The shapes and styles are super cool. David Spencer has
been surrounded by eyewear his entire life. He found
his passion for eyewear design by owning and operating,
Specs, a high-end optical store on Hennepin Avenenue,
home of the Minneapolis arts and cultural scene and the
affluent Kenwood neighborhood. Seeing a gap in the
eyewear industry firsthand and inspired by the vibrant
and artistic community around him, David began
designing new groundbreaking eyewear and launched
his own optical line in 1991.
David's designs have set the style tone for modern
eyewear. In this month we are celebrating art we wanted
to make sure we featured lines that captured that artistic
spirit. The core values of the David Spencer Eyewear
brand are to provide superior hand-crafted eyewear,
deliver the best in innovative shape, form, materials,
and colors.

David Spencer is one of 3 pop up lines coming in
for 30 days till the end of the year. Roger just
arrived in the office today! I'll post some cool pics
via facebook and instagram for those. We are still
Laibach and York a little later on. We are thrilled to
be making the shift to niche, unique independent
eyewear done in a sustainable way.
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What else is new?
We are refinishing our door!
I've been slowing making over the optical and one of the
things that I noticed was the door to the practice was
getting a little run down looking. You would be amazed
how long the wait time is to have a door refinished. I
booked our appointment back in June and we finally got
the outside of our door refinished September 17th! Oh
happy day! We will get the inside done but they won't be
able to make that magic happen till mid October.
It's like a whole new door. We stained it with a grey
finish to match our interior better. Check out the before
and after pics below.

We also put on a new door handle. We were without one
for 3 days after the door was refinished and it is the best
security feature ever. Even seeing us inside, people just
walked away till we ran up and open the door. Door
handles are important. Who knew?

End of the Year Frame Sale!
We are making room for our new lines and saying goodbye to Ray Ban, Oakley, Modo, Eco, Woow, Nifties and
Prodesign. We announced our Ray Ban and Oakley 50%
off sale last month and have very few pieces left. Once
they are gone they are gone. Sale priced frames cannot be
combined with other discounts or insurance and do not
come with warranty. Once they are gone, they are gone
and we will not be re-ordering so if any of the above are
one of your favorite brands stop in and check them out.

What's next?
We had a contractor in this past week to take a look at
the optical and we ran some ideas by him. Since I'm not
savvy in this sort of thing some were doable and some
were not.

We are going to be putting shelves in for glasses to be
displayed on. Better lighter to really highlight those
frames. Also so when you take a photo of yourself in
glasses to send to a friend you can see the color of the
frame better. Nothing like being backlit from all our
windows to ruin a good photo.
We are also going to eventually be trading out our
individual dispensing desks in the optical for one long
dispensing bar. This will let us help more people at a
time while still keeping people spaced apart.
Those are the first items on our remodel list. We have
got quite the list so as they are checked off I'll make
sure to post photos and keep you updated. All of our
changes are aimed at making things a better experience
for our clients. We're always striving to change for the
better.

www.westlakehillvision.com
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Featured Client

Westlake Hills Vision Center Life is a
monthly conversation about life as it looks from the
helm of Westlake Hills Vision Center …
I believe in relationships and we really value
having a strong relationship with our customers. This
is our way of being open and showing people what we’re
like.
I don't always get to meet every new customer,
hence this
unusual publication c a n s e r v e a s an
open dialogue between us so that you can get to
know who we are as a company. Challenging as it can
sometimes be, we like to show some of our
personality. We’re not a faceless company.
For regular clients, many of you only come in once a year
or once every two years. So, we can go a long time
without seeing you. And a lot can happen in a year or
two. Hence the newsletter to keep in touch.

This lovely lady looked so good in her glasses that
I had to ask her to be our featured client for the
month of October. The pink complements her
skin so well. Every time she put them on she
smiled, so we knew, with a reaction like that
they had to be hers. The lens is incredible
X800. It gives sharp vision no matter what
the visual demands. Near, computer, far,
it's got you covered.
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I’m
extremely interested in what our customers
have to say. That feedback is invaluable. I enjoy
responding to the comments. And finally, I enjoy
writing
it!
Sent
any
comments
to
appointment@westlakehillsvision.com
Every month I try to rise to the mammoth challenge of
making a "newsletter” a riveting read. If I’ve failed, in your
eyes, to do that, you can unsubscribe by just sending an
email to the same email address as above but asking to
unsubscribe.
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